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This disease is “not for hospital”: myths and
misconceptions about cancers in Northern Nigeria
Ahmed M Sarki1,2, Babangida L Roni3

Cancers are one of the major chronic diseases in Nigeria, with over 100,000 new
cases and 70,000 cancer deaths recorded annually. Notwithstanding the public
health significance of cancers in Nigeria, there is a dearth of evidence relating
to cancers in the country, with most of the few available studies conducted in
the Southern regions. This paper aimed to highlight some longstanding myths
and misconceptions about cancers in the Northern Nigerian region. We consulted key stakeholders including individuals, local leaders, traditional medicine
practitioners, and healthcare professionals. The most common myths and misconceptions about cancers in Northern Nigeria include the following: people get
cancers from mystical sources originating in the forests or bush; western medication or hospital treatment worsens cancers; and, witchcraft can be used to
transmit cancers to people. Understanding the traditional beliefs and local perceptions of non-communicable diseases is invaluable for informing sustainable
and effective interventions. Thus, our paper will be useful for epidemiological,
anthropological, and social research into effective preventive measures for cancers in Northern Nigeria and other regions with similar entrenched traditional
beliefs about cancers.
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Cancers are a global public health issue, and are responsible for 1 in 6 deaths
worldwide (1). Low- and middle-income countries (LMICs) experience a disproportionate burden of cancer deaths (nearly 70% of all cancer deaths). Common
cancers documented in LMICs include lung, liver, stomach, colorectal, esophagus, prostate, breast, and cervical cancers (1, 2). Despite the huge burden of
cancer deaths in LMICs, only 20% of LMICs have the essential data needed to
formulate and implement cancer-related policies (2).
In 2008, around 700,000 cancer cases and 500,000 cancer deaths were recorded in Africa (3). These figures were reported to have doubled by 2015, and existing evidence suggests that cancer deaths in Africa will continue to increase
annually over the next decade (4). The increasing trends of cancer cases and
deaths in Africa are attributed to a rise in middle-class populations, increased
life expectancy, and modified lifestyles (e.g., change in dietary patterns, harm-
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ful tobacco and alcohol use) (2, 3). African countries are also witnessing increased non-communicable diseases (NCDs) and associated risk factors, including cancers, cardiovascular diseases, hypertension, and stroke (4, 5).
Like many other LMICs, Nigeria is facing a double burden of diseases attributable to ongoing
epidemiological and nutritional transitions, rapid population ageing, and changing lifestyles
(6). Cancers are among the major causes of death and disability-adjusted life years in Nigeria. Recent estimates indicate the country records approximately 102,000 new cancer cases
and over 70,000 cancer deaths annually (6, 7). Cancers of the breast, cervix, liver, prostate,
bowel and colon are common cancers reported in Nigeria; however, breast and cervical cancers account for nearly half of all cancer deaths (7). A major challenge highlighted by the
Federal Ministry of Health of Nigeria (FMOH) is the mortality-to-incidence ratio of cancers
in Nigeria compared with other countries (6). For example, in Nigeria, half of breast cancer
cases result in death compared with 1 in 5 in the United States (7). There is a dearth of evidence relating to cancers in Nigeria, with most of the few available studies conducted in the
Southern regions. This Viewpoint aimed to highlight some longstanding myths and misconceptions about cancers in the Northern Nigerian region.
Northern Nigeria comprises 19 states (Figure 1) divided into three geo-political zones (NorthWest, North-Central, and North-East). Estimates from the last census (conducted in 2006) indicated Northern Nigeria has approximately 53% of the country’s total population. This region
is characterized by poor health indices, low socioeconomic status, and the highest number of
deaths and diseases compared with the Southern regions of Nigeria (8).

Figure 1. Map of Nigeria showing the 19 Northern states.

MYTHS AND MISCONCEPTIONS
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Prior to compiling information for this Viewpoint, the authors conducted a comprehensive
consultation of key stakeholders including individuals, local leaders, traditional medicine
practitioners, and healthcare professionals. To the best of our knowledge, the following
are the most prominent myths and misconceptions about cancers from the Northern region of Nigeria.
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Jeji
A common and long-held myth about cancer in Northern Nigeria is that people get cancers
from mystical sources originating in the forests or bush, which translates as “jeji” or “daji” in
the Hausa language (the predominant language in the region). It is believed that when mystical forces from the forests or bush “bedevil” someone, that person gets jeji. Therefore, the
only remedy is approaching religious leaders for prayers in tandem with visiting traditional herbalists, who use local herbs, shrubs, or a cocktail of both. In some communities, people do not even mention jeji when describing the illness, for fear of being the next victim or
perhaps offending the perceived mystical forces.

Hospital treatment worsens cancers
Another popular misconception is that Western medication or hospital treatment worsens
cancers, and patients are likely to die prematurely when taken to hospital. Therefore, some
communities in Northern Nigeria are against taking patients with cancer to hospital and reluctant to seek hospital-treatment for their loved ones; instead, they turn to trado-religious
therapy. A perturbing aspect is that some educated individuals in the region also subscribe
to this misconception, which shows how deeply rooted such beliefs are. The few families that
take their loved ones to hospital do so when the cancers are at an advanced stage, and trado-religious remedies have proven ineffective.
Academics, researchers, and development workers familiar with belief systems in Northern
Nigeria may not find this situation surprising. This is because the population of Northern
Nigeria, including the political class, often has reservations about/mistrust of Western medications, treatments, and healthcare interventions. A classic example is the suspension of immunization activities that occurred in several Northern states from July 2003 to April 2004.
This was triggered by suspicion that polio vaccines contained antifertility agents, and were
used to sterilize young Muslim girls in order to depopulate the Northern region (9). This suspension led to a global health crisis—an outbreak of poliomyelitis in about 20 polio-free countries across parts of Africa and other world regions — that necessitated global coordination of
efforts across multilateral agencies and governments, and cost more than US $500 million (9).

Witchcraft
Deeply-rooted traditional and cultural beliefs in parts of Nigeria mean that many diseases
and health issues are perceived to be caused by witches and witchcraft (10). This led to the
persecution of and false allegations about many innocent people in communities across Nigeria, including children. The misconception that cancer affects people through witchcraft
remains popular in some communities across Northern Nigeria. It is also important to note
that many people who believe witchcraft mediates disease causation do not seek treatment at
hospitals or health facilities. Some communities believe that public “naming and shaming”
of the perceived witch remedies the bewitched person’s ill-health. However, many people resort to other means, including trado-religious interventions.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Tailored awareness campaigns
Many of the myths and misconceptions about cancers in Northern Nigeria are associated
with traditional beliefs and lower socioeconomic status (illiteracy and poverty). Therefore,
well-crafted, tailored health awareness and sensitization campaigns in Northern Nigeria conducted in the predominant local languages may be effective in debunking these myths and
misconceptions. The present authors advocate a co-produced awareness campaign for cancers
and their risk factors led by governments at all levels (federal, state, and local governments).
Such campaigns should include key stakeholders such as religious and traditional leaders,
health workers, civil servants, alternative medicine practitioners, and patient representatives.
JOGHR 2019 Vol 3 • e2019070
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Legislation
There is an urgent need for effective legislation at national and state levels focused on reducing the exposure of Nigerians to carcinogens. The FMOH admits that lack of legislation
addressing the risk factors for cancers (including tobacco and alcohol use, food labeling, and
vaccinations) significantly reduces the likelihood of the success of cancer control (7).

National screening programs and palliative care
Nigeria does not have a well-coordinated national screening program for cancers, and it is
seemingly impossible to screen for all cancers; this gap also plays a significant role in the late
presentation of most patients with cancer to cancer facilities (6, 7). In late stage cancer, cure
may no longer be possible or treatment (e.g., surgery and radiotherapy) may not be available
or affordable. The government and other actors working on cancers should facilitate the integration of routine screening for eligible cancers into existing health programs. In addition,
as individuals often present to facilities with advanced-stage cancers, government and other
stakeholders could consider developing frameworks for effective palliative care.

Effective cancer registries
A positive development is that the number of cancer registries in Nigeria increased from
three to 284 over the last decade. However, only 96 of these registries are population-based;
the remainder is hospital-based. These registries have some limitations in terms of their effectiveness, including poor data quality (7), insufficient funding for continuous and smooth
operation, and limited opportunities for capacity building of registry staff. Government at
all levels should increase the health budget for NCDs, and invest in providing effective cancer registries.

Research
Population-based research studies in oncology are not well developed in LMICs, including
Nigeria. However, the National Cancer Control Plan 2018–2022 developed by the FMOH prioritizes improved cancer research in Nigeria over the next 5 years (7). Therefore, researchers
across institutions of learning, non-governmental organizations, and think-tanks need to
intensify efforts in cancer research to unravel potentially effective solutions for debunking
myths and misconceptions about cancers and increasing the uptake of available services.
We recommend undertaking research to understand emic and etic perspectives of cancer in
Northern Nigeria.

CONCLUSION
This Viewpoint provides contextual understanding about common myths and misconceptions relating to cancers in Northern Nigeria. Concerted effort through tailored awareness
campaigns, effective legislation, screening programs, palliative care, cancer registries, and
research is required to debunk the myths and misconceptions about cancers in the 19 Northern Nigerian states, and Nigeria as a whole. Finally, this Viewpoint may be useful to inform
epidemiological, anthropological, and social research into effective preventive measures for
cancers in Northern Nigeria and other regions with similar entrenched traditional and cultural beliefs about cancers.
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